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Abstract. The Web Ontology Language OWL is a prominent ontology
language for specifying ontologies. Although OWL ontologies are well-
used for representing and reasoning about knowledge in various domains,
they are sparsely studied for visual language specification. The work in
this paper, therefore, explores OWL for visual language specification by
specifying the concrete syntax of selected UML class diagram notations
in an ontology. The selected diagram notations are specified as spatial
configurations of primitive elements and qualitative base spatial rela-
tionships of Region Connection Calculus-8 (RCC-8). Furthermore, the
automated reasoning features of ontology reasoners are investigated to
verify the completeness and the correctness of the specification. The ver-
ification results indicate that the given specification needs to be revised
to support applications to draw the selected notations. The value of such
a specification in supporting a semantic diagram interpretation applica-
tion is demonstrated using the automated instance classification feature
of ontology reasoners.

Keywords: UMLNotations, Concrete Syntax Specification, RCC-8, OWL,
Ontology, Ontology Reasoner

1 Introduction

In Computing, diagrams are studied as elements of visual languages and an
aspect studied about visual languages is its specification. In general, a visual
language specification aims to capture the syntax and semantics of the relevant
language [22]. Moreover a syntax specification of a visual language can focus
on two different aspects; the abstract syntax and the concrete syntax, where
the concrete syntax deals with the visual representation of the concepts in the
abstract syntax [1, 23]. The term concrete syntax is used throughout this paper
even though such syntax can also be referred to as layout syntax [9], visual syntax
[31] or token syntax [16]. Although a clear distinction between the abstract and
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the concrete syntax or the syntax and the semantics is not applicable to all visual
languages [22], in general, a visual language specification deals with one or more
of these three aspects; abstract syntax, concrete syntax and semantics.

To specify a visual language symbolically, a specification technique is used.
There are numerous specification techniques used for visual language specifica-
tions. Two such specification techniques are graph grammars [9, 19] and Descrip-
tion Logics (DLs) [10, 11]. There are many factors that influence the choice of a
specification technique. Adequate expressiveness [21], computational efficiency
[21], existing knowledge and expertise [22] and availability of supporting tools
are a few such factors.

OWL is the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) semantic web language for
authoring ontologies [28]. OWL ontologies represent explicit domain knowledge
to semantically enrich the Web. Such ontologies are widely used for knowledge
representation in numerous disciplines such as biology, medicine, geography, as-
tronomy and agriculture [24]. OWL is a machine readable form of an expressive
DL and thus OWL ontologies make use of ontology reasoners [24]. An area where
OWL ontologies is under-explored is the field of visual language specification.
It is worthwhile to explore OWL for visual language specifications because such
specifications can be utilized within the context of semantic web applications.
Moreover, there exists numerous tools to support OWL ontology development,
which can be leveraged for developing visual language specifications.

There are many aspects to explore about OWL as a specification technique.
This paper explores two such aspects: how can the concrete syntax of diagram
notations of a visual language be specified in an OWL ontology? What are the
inherent features of OWL and OWL ontology reasoners that can be exploited to
support visual language specifications and applications? To answer these ques-
tions, this work uses selected notations of a set of UML class diagram constructs
for concrete syntax specification, verification and application. Although UML
notations are only used as sample notations in this paper, they were chosen be-
cause UML is widely-known [18] and UML, in general, does not have a formal
concrete syntax specification [26].

In this work, the concrete syntax specification defined in an ontology (here-
after referred to as a concrete syntax ontology) is envisaged to support technical
applications that can reason about the visual structure of diagrams. An applica-
tion to assist visually impaired users in deciphering a raster or a vector image of
an UML diagram is an example of such an application. It should be noted that
the proposed concrete syntax ontology is not for reasoning about the models
represented in UML diagrams (as in [3, 18]) and thus, this work is not concerned
about model translations from UML to OWL (as in [7, 33]). This study only
uses UML notations to explore OWL as a specification technique and thus no
comparison between OWL and other existing specification techniques is made
in this work.

This work contributes to the current knowledge of visual languages in three
different ways: it explores OWL as a concrete syntax specification technique, it
explores OWL reasoner features to verify concrete syntax specification and to
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support diagram interpretation applications and it provides a formal encoding
of selected UML class diagram notations. The former two aspects make generic
contribution to the area of visual language specification.

This paper is structured into eight sections. Section 2 is a background sec-
tion that includes brief background information on OWL, selected UML class
diagram notations, and RCC-8. Section 3 presents a brief discussion of related
work. In section 4, the selected UML class diagram notations are modeled as
spatial configurations of primitive elements and spatial relationships of RCC-8
along with their respective encoding in the OWL ontology. Criteria for complete-
ness and correctness to verify the concrete syntax specification are discussed in
section 5. In section 6 the concrete syntax given in section 4 is evaluated for
completeness and correctness using the automated reasoning features of ontol-
ogy reasoners, where applicable. In section 7 a conceptual application of the
concrete syntax ontology within a diagram interpretation context is presented.
Section 8 concludes with a summary and the intended value of the contributions.

2 Background

2.1 OWL

An OWL ontology models a domain using classes, properties, instances and data
values [15]. A class represents a set of objects, a property describes a possible
relationship between objects, instances describe the objects itself and a data
value links an instance to a specific data type [14]. OWL provides a rich set
of constructs such as union, intersection and negation to describe classes and
characteristics such as transitivity, symmetry and reflexivity to describe proper-
ties. Due to the compositional nature of OWL, complex classes can be described
using other classes in the ontology [14].

An ontology reasoner is a key aspect in working with ontologies. An ontology
reasoner is used to check the correctness as well as to infer new knowledge based
on what is described in the ontology. In other words, it helps in detecting incon-
sistencies as well as in maintaining the class hierarchies by inference based on
the explicitly stated information in the ontology. The automated reasoning capa-
bilities of an ontology reasoner are important in maintaining correct ontologies
[14].

2.2 Selected UML Class Diagram Notations

UML is managed by the standards consortium Object Management Group and
it has a specification, the current version being UML 2.4.1 [26, 27]. UML can
be used to model both structural and behavioral features of an application [27]
and it can be used in the design, analysis, implementation and documentation
phases of software applications [26, 27]. Among the numerous diagrams of UML
to support structural and behavioral modeling, a class diagram is used to repre-
sent a structural model of an application which typically consists of classes and
the relationships among classes, using both graphical and textual notations [27].
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UML class diagram constructs are specified in the Classes package of the
UML 2.4.1 specification [27]. This package includes fifty six constructs that can
be used to represent object oriented models using class, package and object
diagrams. The set of UML constructs that are considered in this work are Class,
Interface, Association, Aggregation, Composition, Dependency, Generalization,
Realization and InterfaceRealization. Figure 1 lists these nine UML constructs
and their ten notations used in this paper. Based on these selected notations
all constructs except two (Association and Interface) have one notation each.
Further details of these constructs including their semantics can be found in [27].

Fig. 1. Selected UML class diagram notations [27]

The constructs and notations in Figure 1 were selected because they are
identified as typical constructs and notations in UML class diagrams (pages 147
to 150 in [27]). The notations depicted in Figure 1 are not the only notations
for the selected nine constructs and similarly, these nine constructs are not the
only constructs with notations that can be used in a class diagram. However to
limit the scope of this paper a set of UML notations is selected as in Figure 1.

2.3 RCC-8

RCC-8 represents space qualitatively and it excludes numerical representation
and computation of space. As one of the most commonly used calculus for qual-
itative spatial representation and reasoning, RCC-8 is used in areas such as
Geographic Information System, engineering design, robotic navigation, biology,
qualitative document structure recognition and visual language specification [4].

RCC-8 contains a set of eight base spatial relationships. These spatial re-
lationships are disconnected (DC), externally connected (EC), partially over-
lapping (PO), equals to (EQ), tangential proper part of (TPP ), non-tangential
proper part of (NTPP ), inverse tangential proper part of (TPP−1) and in-
verse non-tangential proper part of (NTPP−1) [29]. These eight relationships
are mutually exclusive and exhaustive meaning that two regions in a given space
satisfy exactly one of these spatial relationships [5]. Depictions of these eight
spatial relationships are given in Figure 2.

OWL has been extensively studied for both spatial representation and rea-
soning using RCC-8 [2, 12, 20, 30]. Realizing complete RCC-8 spatial reasoning
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in OWL is not straightforward due to some inherent limitations of OWL [12, 13,
20]. An example of such a limitation is the lack of support for complex role in-
clusion axioms required to encode the entries of the composition table of RCC-8
[12]. On the other hand, there have been successful encoding of RCC-8 reasoning
in OWL using Semantic Web Rule Language [2, 20].

Fig. 2. Depictions of the eight spatial relations in RCC-8 [29]

3 Related Work

Visual language specification techniques can be broadly classified into grammar-
based, logic-based and algebraic-based formalisms [22]. Since OWL is a logic-
based ontology language, it can be categorized as a specification technique in
the logical formalism. Within the logical formalism, DLs were explored for vi-
sual syntax specification [22]. For example, a general DL formalism has been
previously used to specify the concrete syntax of entity-relationship (ER) dia-
gram constructs and syntactical constructs of Pictorial Janus [22]. The concrete
syntax specification of ER diagrams was then used in DL systems CLASSIC
and LOOM to automate diagram reasoning to realize a syntax-directed diagram
editor that can validate diagrams [11]. The concrete syntax of Pictorial Janus
was used to formalize its semantics, which was also used to realize a diagram
editor that verifies the semantics of diagrams of Pictorial Janus [10]. Although
DL provide the logical foundations for OWL [24], the use of OWL ontologies as
visual language specifications is still under-explored. As a W3C standard, OWL
is the knowledge representation language to realize semantic web [28] and due
to the standardization, it has extensive tool support. Thus authoring a visual
language specification in OWL can make use of the existing OWL tools and such
a specification is desired in potential semantic web applications.

OWL ontologies are used to represent knowledge about visual concepts such
as shapes and graphical concepts. Two examples of such generic shapes ontologies
are discussed in [25, 32]. Such generic ontologies do not in general encode concrete
syntax of visual languages.

RCC-8 has been previously used for visual language specification [4]. RCC-
8 was used to model the syntax of the visual programming language Pictorial
Janus. The syntax of Pictorial Janus is presented pictorially and thus RCC-8
was used to model the spatial configurations of various syntactical constructs
of this programming language. The specification technique used for specifying
the visual syntax of Pictorial Janus is many-sorted logic [8]. The study in [8]
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indicates that RCC-8 can indeed be used for modeling the concrete syntax of
diagrammatic notations.

4 Concrete Syntax Specification of UML Notations

In this section the use of OWL to model the concrete syntax of UML class di-
agram notations is explored. The selected UML notations are modeled using
primitive elements and spatial relationships as in [8, 10, 11, 31]. The details of
the primitive elements and the spatial relationships for the selected UML no-
tations and how they are specified in the OWL ontology are discussed in the
next subsections 4.1 and 4.2. The specification of the UML notations is given in
section 4.3.

4.1 Modeling and Encoding Primitive Elements

The selected UML notations are composed of nine primitive elements namely
arrow, circle, filled diamond, unfilled diamond, line, dotted line, rectangle, string
and triangle. These nine primitive elements are depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Primitive elements of the selected UML notations

These nine primitive elements are specified as nine OWL primitive classes in
the ontology. The class names representing these primitive elements are Arrow,
Circle, DiamondFilled, DiamondUnfilled, Line, DottedLine, Rectangle, String
and Triangle. These nine classes are added as subclasses of an OWL class Prim-
itives. The modeling approach used to model the primitive elements can be
classified as the non-attributed representation of graphical objects as stated in
the visual language literature [6, 21].

4.2 Modeling and Encoding Spatial Relationships

Eight spatial relationships in RCC-8 are added as object properties in the OWL
ontology. The spatial relationships DC, EC, PO, EQ, TPP , NTPP , TPP−1,
NTPP−1 are encoded in the concrete syntax ontology as object properties is-
DisconnectedTo, isExternallyConnectedTo, isPartiallyOverlappingTo, isEqualTo,
isTangentialProperPartOf, isNonTangentialProperPartOf, hasTangentialProper-
PartOf and hasNonTangentialProperPartOf respectively. The modeling approach
used to describe the spatial relationships can be seen as the connection-based
representation [6].
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In this work RCC8 is primarily used for spatial representation. Even though
realizing spatial reasoning in RCC-8 is not the primary focus of this work, some
semantics of RCC-8 spatial relationships is captured using OWL object prop-
erty characteristics mentioned in section 2.1. Specifically this work uses the sym-
metric object property characteristic to encode the fact that isDisconnectedTo,
isExternallyConnectedTo, isEqualTo and isPartiallyOverlappingTo are symmet-
rical, and hasTangentialProperPartOf and hasNonTangentialProperPartOf are
inverse of isTangentialProperPartOf and isNonTangentialProperPartOf respec-
tively [2].

4.3 Specification of UML Class Diagram Notations

The nine UML constructs are modeled as nine OWL classes namely UMLClass,
Interface, Association, Aggregation, Composition, Dependency, Generalization,
Realization and InterfaceRealization in the ontology. The concrete syntax of the
selected notations is then specified in the respective OWL class definitions. These
nine OWL classes are included as subclasses of UMLConstructs, a sibling class
of Primitives (mentioned in section 4.1).

Class A Class is represented using a rectangle and a string inside the rect-
angle where the string indicates the class name. The spatial configuration of
the selected notation of Class can then be modeled using rectangle, string and
RCC-8. This spatial configuration is specified in the ontology as:

Class: UMLClass

EquivalentTo: Rectangle and

(hasNonTangentialProperPartOf exactly 1 String)

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs

Interface One notation of Interface uses a rectangle and two strings inside
the rectangle and the second one uses a line, a circle and a string. Thus the
spatial configurations of Interface can be modeled using rectangle, line, circle,
string and RCC-8, which is specified in the ontology as:

Class: Interface

EquivalentTo: Rectangle and

(hasNonTangentialProperPartOf exactly 2 String),

Line and (isDisconnectedTo some String)

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some Circle)

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs

Association An Association is a link between two Classes, which is repre-
sented using a line and an arrow, or a line. The spatial configurations of Asso-
ciation can thus be modeled using a line, an arrow and two classes as:

Class: Association

EquivalentTo: Line and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some (Arrow

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass))),
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Line and (isExternallyConnectedTo min 2 UMLClass)

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs

Aggregation An Aggregation connects two Classes using a line and an un-
filled diamond. The spatial configuration of Association is thus specified as:

Class: Aggregation

EquivalentTo: Line and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some (DiamondUnfilled

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)))

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs

Composition A Composition is a relationship between two Classes repre-
sented using a line and a filled diamond. The spatial configuration of Composition
is thus specified as:

Class: Composition

EquivalentTo: Line and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some (DiamondFilled

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)))

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs

Dependency A Dependency is indicated using a dotted line and an arrow
between two Classes. Therefore the spatial configuration of Dependency is spec-
ified as:

Class: Dependency

EquivalentTo: LineDotted and (isExternallyConnectedTo

some UMLClass) and (isExternallyConnectedTo

some (Arrow and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)))

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs

Generalization A Generalization is indicated using a line and a triangle
between two Classes. Therefore the spatial configuration of Generalization is
specified as:

Class: Generalization

EquivalentTo: Line and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some (Triangle

and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)))

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs

Realization A Realization is indicated between two Classes using a dotted
line and a triangle. Therefore the spatial configuration of Realization is specified
as:

Class: Realization

EquivalentTo: LineDotted and (isExternallyConnectedTo

some UMLClass) and (isExternallyConnectedTo

some (Triangle and (isExternallyConnectedTo some UMLClass)))

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs
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InterfaceRealization An InterfaceRealization is indicated between a Class
and an Interface using a dotted line and a triangle. Therefore the spatial con-
figuration of InterfaceRealization is specified as:

Class: InterfaceRealization

EquivalentTo: LineDotted and (isExternallyConnectedTo

some UMLClass) and (isExternallyConnectedTo

some (Triangle and (isExternallyConnectedTo some Interface)))

SubClassOf: UMLConstructs

5 Verification Criteria for Concrete Syntax Specification

In this section criteria to verify the concrete syntax specification given in section
4.3 are discussed. The notations depicted in Figure 1 are distinct, which means
that a notation should only map to one UML construct. However the mapping of
a UML construct to a unique notation is only valid for seven of these constructs
as Interface and Association have two notations each. Even though the notations
for InterfaceRealization and Realization are the same, the former UML construct
is a link between an Interface and a Class but the latter connects two Classes,
thus resulting in two distinct spatial configurations. The following two general
criteria are identified to verify the given concrete syntax specification in section
4.3:

Completeness: A specification is complete if each UML construct has an
encoded concrete syntax in the concrete syntax ontology. This definition of com-
pleteness is adapted from [1].

Correctness: A specification is correct if an encoded spatial configuration
maps exactly to one UML construct represented in the concrete syntax ontol-
ogy. This definition of correctness is also adapted from [1]. Another correctness
criterion is to check whether the encoded spatial configurations in the ontology
always lead to acceptable notations. This criterion evaluates whether the spatial
configurations of the notations have been modeled correctly.

6 Evaluation of the Concrete Syntax Specification

In this section the use of the automated reasoning features of ontology reasoners
is explored to verify the concrete syntax specification given in section 4.3 ac-
cording to the criteria given in section 5. The concrete syntax specification given
in section 4.3 is complete based on the fact that the OWL classes representing
UML constructs are defined classes. i.e. these nine OWL classes have definitions
that encode the concrete syntax of the relevant notations.

To ensure that the concrete syntax specification is correct based on the first
criterion for correctness, the automated reasoning feature of the ontology rea-
soner can be utilized. Specifically the OWL class feature disjointness can be
used to ensure that each notation is encoded distinctly, which ensures that a no-
tation maps uniquely to a UML construct. When two OWL classes are disjoint
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the sets of objects represented by these classes are disjoint. Class disjointness is
not a reasoner service but an OWL class descriptor that needs to be explicitly
stated for the classes in an ontology [15]. If the reasoner, however, infers that
two classes cannot be disjoint based on the explicit and inferred knowledge, then
it will be highlighted as a contradiction in the ontology.

To demonstrate that class disjointness ensure unique spatial configuration
for each of the OWL classes presented in section 4.3, two separate cases are
considered. The first case is for the OWL classes (examples: UMLClass and
Interface) that are defined as specializations of the same OWL class (example:
Rectangle) representing a primitive element. The second case is for OWL classes
that are defined as specializations of different OWL classes (examples: UMLClass
and Association) representing different primitive elements (examples: Rectangle
and Line).

Case 1: Consider three OWL classes C1, C2 and P in the ontology where
P ⊑ Primitives, C1 ⊑ UMLConstructs, C2 ⊑ UMLConstructs. C1 and
C2 are two different classes representing two separate UML constructs in the
ontology in section 4.3. If C1 and C2 are defined as specializations of P , then
C1 ⊑ P and C2 ⊑ P . Since C1 and C2 are defined using P , they are expressed as
C1 ≡ P ⊓ (exp1) and C2 ≡ P ⊓ (exp2). For C1 and C2 to be disjoint, the sets of
objects represented by P ⊓(exp1) and P ⊓(exp2) do not have objects in common.
Since both C1 and C2 are defined as specializations of P , the expressions exp1
and exp2 must represent distinct spatial configurations.

Case 2: Consider four OWL classes C1, C2, P1 and P2 in the ontology
where P1 ⊑ Primitives, P2 ⊑ Primitives, C1 ⊑ UMLConstructs, C2 ⊑
UMLConstructs. C1 and C2 are two different classes representing two separate
UML constructs in the ontology in section 4.3. If C1 and C2 are defined as
specializations of P1 and P2 respectively, then C1 ⊑ P1 and C2 ⊑ P2. Since
C1 and C2 are specializations of P1 and P2 respectively, they are expressed as
C1 ≡ P1⊓ (exp1) and C2 ≡ P2⊓ (exp2). For C1 and C2 to be disjoint, the sets
of objects represented by P1 ⊓ (exp1) and P2 ⊓ (exp2) do not have objects in
common. If P1 and P2 are disjoint, then C1 and C2 represent distinct spatial
configurations provided that C1 and C2 cannot be defined as specializations of
P2 and P1 respectively.

To check the correctness of the concrete syntax specification, the eight spatial
relationships were defined distinct from one another, eight of the subclasses of
the OWL class Primitives were marked disjoint from one another and the nine
OWL subclasses of UMLConstructs representing the nine UML constructs were
also marked disjoint from one another. Moreover, selected OWL classes defined
under UMLConstructs and Primitives were also made disjoint from one another.
For instance, the OWL class UMLClass is made disjoint from every subclass of
Primitives except the OWL class Rectangle, as UMLClass is defined as a Rectan-
gle, which means that an instance of Rectangle can be an instance of UMLClass
as well. Invoking the reasoner after including the disjoint class descriptor for the
OWL classes as stated above does not indicate any contradiction in the concrete
syntax ontology in section 4.3. In the absence of a contradiction the encoded
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spatial configurations in the concrete syntax ontology given in section 4.3 must
be distinct.

The second criterion of correctness can be checked by counter-examples of
notations that satisfy the spatial configuration specified in the ontology but
differs from the intended notation. For example, Figure 4 demonstrates an in-
correct notation of Interface, which satisfy the spatial configuration specified for
this construct in the concrete syntax ontology. However the notation in Figure
4 cannot be considered as an interface as the string representing the interface
name is not placed ‘near’ to the line and circle.

Fig. 4. Incorrect notation for Interface

The fact that the visual syntax specification in section 4.3 does not satisfy
one of the criteria discussed in section 5 indicates that the specification is not
suitable to be used in technical applications designed to validate and draw UML
notations. This unsuitability is because of the fact that the given specification is
not precise enough. To be useful in such applications, the current specification of
UML notations needs to be revised. For example, to specify that the string that
represents the interface name should be placed ‘near’ the circle and line requires
a spatial relationship that cannot be expressed using RCC-8 [22]. However, as
demonstrated in the next section, the given concrete syntax ontology can be
used in an application that interprets a valid UML class diagram by mapping
lower level graphical data to higher-level semantic UML concepts. A valid class
diagram in this context refers to a diagram that uses only the notations depicted
in Figure 1.

7 Concrete Syntax Ontology to Support Diagram
Interpretation

Automated diagram interpretation can be seen as a form of image interpreta-
tion [11]. The process of extracting higher-level semantic concepts from low-level
graphical data in image interpretation [17] is also applicable in an automated
diagram interpretation application. The concrete syntax ontology presented in
this paper can be used for inferring UML constructs using the automated rea-
soning feature, instance checking, of the ontology reasoners provided that a class
diagram is described using the primitive elements and the spatial relationships
[22] given in sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Instance checking is an automated reasoner service [15], which makes use of
the explicitly stated and inferred information about the classes and instances in
an ontology to determine whether an instance belongs to a class. a is inferred to
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be an instance of class A if a satisfies the class descriptions of A [15]. Instance
checking can be utilized in a diagram interpretation application where the UML
constructs need to be interpreted from a valid class diagram.

Consider the UML class diagram in Figure 5(a), which depicts four Classes
(A, B, C, D), one Generalization (between A and B), one Aggregation (between
B and C ) and one Association (between C and D). To utilize instance checking
to interpret the class diagram in Figure 5(a), fourteen instances, which represent
fourteen primitive elements, along with their OWL object properties, represent-
ing the spatial relationships were encoded in the ontology. Given below is a
sample entry in the ontology for one of these fourteen instances, the string A in
Figure 5(a), which is encoded as an instance named a of OWL class String. For
ease of reference Figure 5(b) annotates the UML class diagram in Figure 5(a)
with unique identifiers for the primitive elements used in the ontology.

Individual: a

Types: String

Facts: isDisconnectedTo lineAB, isDisconnectedTo lineDC,

isDisconnectedTo rectC, isDisconnectedTo d,

isDisconnectedTo diamond, isDisconnectedTo lineBC,

isDisconnectedTo c, isDisconnectedTo rectB,

isDisconnectedTo triangle, isEqualTo a, isDisconnectedTo arrow,

isDisconnectedTo b, isDisconnectedTo rectD

isNonTangentialProperPartOf rectA

Not all primitive elements have to be encoded in such detail (as listed above
for String instance a) as the reasoner can infer many spatial relationships be-
tween instances. For example, based on the description of instance a of the OWL
primitive class String, the reasoner will infer that lineAB, lineDC, rectC, d, di-
amond, lineBC, c, rectB, triangle, arrow, b and rectD have isDisconnectedTo
object relationship with a because isDisconnectedTo is described to be sym-
metric in the concrete syntax ontology (section 4.2). Currently the encoding of
instances (representing primitives) is done manually, however, ideally it should
be done using a software tool.

When the reasoner is invoked with these fourteen instances in the concrete
syntax ontology, it correctly identifies four instances of UMLClass, one instance
of Association, one instance of Aggregation and one instance of Generalization.
The correct interpretation of the UML constructs for the class diagram in Figure
5(a) indicates that the concrete syntax ontology is a feasible technique to support
technical applications to realize diagram interpretation.

Admittedly, the class diagram given in Figure 5(a) is rather simple using
only a subset of notations described in section 2.2. To deal with complex class
diagrams, more UML constructs and notations have to be incorporated in the
OWL ontology.
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Fig. 5. (a) A sample UML class diagram (b) UML class diagram in (a) annotated with
identifiers used in the concrete syntax ontology

8 Conclusion

In this work, the concrete syntax of selected UML notations were modeled using
the base spatial relationships of RCC-8. The spatial configurations of the UML
notations were then specified in an ontology, where an OWL class is defined for
each UML construct. Furthermore criteria for verifying the completeness and
correctness of the visual syntax specification were presented. This work also
demonstrates how the automated reasoning features of the ontology reasoners
can be leveraged to verify a concrete syntax specification. The verification results
indicate that the given concrete syntax specification is not precise enough to
be used in all possible diagram processing applications. Nevertheless, how a
concrete syntax ontology can be used within a diagram interpretation application
is discussed.

Given our results, it can be concluded that an OWL ontology is a feasible
technique for concrete syntax specification provided that the spatial configura-
tions are modeled using classes, properties, objects and data types as required
by OWL. An advantage of using an OWL ontology is the use of ontology rea-
soners to verify the syntax specification and to support technical applications
for diagram interpretation. Using OWL is of value because it allows the reuse
of mature software artifacts including OWL ontology editors and reasoners for
concrete syntax specification. Using OWL as a specification technique may also
lead to the use of visual language specifications in semantic web applications.

Although this work focused on a limited number of notations, it is also of
value to the general field of visual language specification. The process of model-
ing diagram notations, specifying the concrete syntax in an OWL ontology and
utilizing the ontology reasoners as demonstrated in this work can be applied to
another visual language as well.
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